Differences in membrane properties between unfertilised and fertilised single rabbit oocytes demonstrated by electro-rotation. Comparison with cells from early embryos.
The apparent membrane capacity of tubular rabbit oocytes increases from 1.7-2.0 microF/cm2 before fertilisation to 3.7-4.0 microF/cm2 after fertilisation. The membrane conductivity measured on single cells was also increased by fertilisation from less than 1 mS/cm2 to 14 mS/cm2. Cells obtained from 2-, 4- or 8-cell embryos exhibited intermediate values of membrane capacity (2.3-2.8 microF/cm2) and conductivity (5-22 mS/cm2). The values quoted are those effective between 1 and 10 kHz, the frequency of the rotating field used. The large apparent capacities are probably due to the presence of structures such as microvilli which cause the actual membrane area to exceed the smooth sphere area. It must be assumed that these structures change in form or number on fertilisation, and that they persist in embryos, at least up to the 8-cell stage. No difference was apparent between cells fertilised in vitro or in vivo. Comparison of the above zona-free data with measurements on zona-complete oocytes indicate how fertilised and unfertilised rabbit eggs may be distinguished from one another, even in the presence of the zona pellucida.